AGM report 2020/21 season

Welcome to all and thank you for attending.
First off, I would like to thank the committee and volunteers for their tireless work over the last year
to allow the club to survive in such a challenging time. This year has seen numerous lock downs,
competition cancellations, individual isolations, and a whole lot of zoom sessions!! I am glad to stay
that we have finally managed to achieve a strong return to the pool, with healthy numbers across all
squads and I’m incredibly positive about the 2021/22 season to come.
I would also like to thank the coaching team for their support and adaptability on the return to
training. Due to Covid restrictions the pool program had to be redesigned to utilise as much pool
space as possible. Without their tireless dedication and voluntary hours, we would not be able to
maintain the level of success the club has seen through previous years and years to come.
Level X
Lock down saw the introduction of the National level x competition. This was a virtual form of racing
which allowed swimmers to compete in time trails against other swimmers across the country. As a
club we competed across all the squads and multiple events, giving swimmers the much-needed
taste of racing.
Round 1 came back with some extremely positive results with the club achieving 5 National medals.
•

4 Silvers

Rhys Dodd 50 & 100 BRS
Roger Davis 200 BRS
Heather Witcombe 50 BK
•

1 bronze

Heather Witcombe 100 BK
We have just recently completed an exciting round 2 where swimmers again showed that their hard
work, commitment, and dedication to the sport is paying off.

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank all the members of the committee that will be
leaving their posts as lots of time has been given to allow for the smooth running of the club and
competitions.
We do run on volunteers and the club relies on parent power to continue, if you have any skills, you
feel may benefit the club please come forward.

